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Technical
Guy
From the
Western Canada RVator
Store That Engine Properly
Eustace Bowbay, Blind Bay, BC
The long term inhibiting question has
come up occasionally in the past. What is
the best way to protect that big investment
while getting ready to bolt it on the front
end?
Over the years this has really never
been a problem for me as the engines
were usually installed shortly after purchase - either new or overhauled. However, all that changes when we decide to
build a homebuilt. Ten years ago you
could wait until you needed one, with the
result that the engine didn’t sit idle for
long.
As we all know that is not the case
anymore with the scarcity of good engines.
So we buy when an opportunity arises,
and, in a lot of cases, long before we actually need it.
Bart and I got together last week and
discussed what would be the best way to
take care of them.
I n th e ca se o f a ne w en gin e on e
should follow the manufacturer’s recommendations. Bart’s engines are run with
inhibiting oil before delivery and would
normally be okay for up to two years.

Homebuilt Aircraft Border
Crossing Permits
Ask For: Federal Aviation Regulation
(FAR) PART 91/91.715, Special Flight
Authorization for foreign civil aircraft.
Give:- Make: Builder’s Name
-Type and Model Number
-Serial Number (plans number will
do)
-A/C registration number
-Name and Address of the registered
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However, this would depend a lot on how
and where it is stored, and what the climactic conditions are.
This is what we came up with:
Plug or secure all openings that oil
can leak from: breather, oil filter adapter,
exhaust ports, oil pressure and oil temp
ports, governor pad, vacuum pump pad,
spark plug holes, and any other openings I
have missed. You can still expect some
minor leakage because all the seals are
cold.
Add 8 quarts of aviation oil. Place a
suitable sized tire on a drip tray of, say, 3
feet by 3 feet and with enough help roll
the engine around and lay it upside down
on the tire. For those of you with all the
fancy stuff - Chrome and pretty colours maybe put some disposable protection
between the engine and tire. Then every
few months (the more often the better)
return engine to the upright position and
roll around again and then back upside
down on the tire. Do not turn the crankshaft when the engine is stored in this condition.
For engines that are used and have
not been inhibited, do it as soon as you
can. The same for overhauled, properly
test-run and inhibited, you will have to be
the judge depending
on each situation.
When the engine
is installed, pull the
lo we r plu gs a nd
sump drain and let all
th e o il dra in ou t.
Th en sl ow ly ro ta te
the prop by hand so
that you can stop and
back it up if you feel
any unusual pressure.
I know this is a

owner.
It is suggested you include Xerox of C
of A and Journey Log pages showing most
recent annual Inspection.
Give a rough itinerary of destinations
or events and first entry airport to the US
as well as your point of departure going
down. Give dates for which you need the
permit although they will usually give you
a 180 day permit.
Carry your permit on board when you
get it.

bit of a pain but like a lot of things in life
doing it right doesn’t come easy.
Elevator trim Tabs
When you make up the trim tab for
the elevator, don’t bother trying to bend
those little tabs over and get it just perfect.
Instead, use the blocks of particle board
that come in the kit (the sharp ends) and a
scrap of .020, and make up two little ribs.
You can do a nice job of riveting the top
of this little rib and just use pops on the
bottom, and “voila”, you have a great
looking tab and elevator that line up perfectly and leave a uniform gap just the
T&B
way you want it.

Volunteers:
The Oil in Sport
Flying’s Engine

Send your request to:
Duty Officer
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
Aircraft Certification Service
Seattle MIDO
2500 East Valley Road, Ste C2
Renton, Washington 98055
(I am advised that no Phone or Fax # was
supplied. Try Directory Assistance - Ed.)
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BULLETIN BOARD
If you have questions or problems with
your aircraft construction, we have members who have developed some expertise in
various fields who have volunteered to
advise you on methods, procedures and pitfalls in the capacity of Builders’ Counselors
something along the lines of the former
designee programme. Please respect the
fact that these are volunteers who may not
appreciate late calls, and will not return
long-distance calls on their answering
machines. Also, none are inspectors, and
although experienced in their various fields,
cannot be held responsible. It is and
remains YOUR project. Their names and
numbers are on page two and will be a reg-

Minutes
by Jim Hunter
and
Emily Clemens

Minutes of the General Meeting,
1 June, 1999
Meeting called to order at 8:00 pm by President Pat O’Donnell
Guests introduced themselves:
-Alexander from Pitt Meadows wants to join
-Gavin and Marcie, who bought a plane
from Bud
-New members Michael Sander and Carol
Foley were introduced.
Membership: Rob Prior: 132 plus 2; 110
regular, 10 family, 5 life, 9 associates and
25 complimentary.
Walker/Memry(?): That the minutes of the
General Meeting of 4 May 1999 be accepted as printed in the Turn and Bank. Carried.
Treasurer: Tim Novak: $10604.07 in trust,
$2027.67 in the current account. Phone is
outstanding. No questions were asked.
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ular feature of our contents page.
Please note that the locks for the clubhouse and the club hangar have been
changed. If you want a key that works in
both hangar and clubhouse, give Rob Prior
a call at 980-7723.
Lost and Found Dept: Lost: one hat!
Arlington Airport Thursday July 9. Blue.
RCAF Association crest plus an enameled
Long-eze Pin. Give Gordon Hindle a call at
535-0592.
From the Short Wing Piper Club News:
I gather Ernie Rice had a problem with
his Tripacer a few weeks back. Pat O’Donnell, Phil Bill, and Vigo Petersen (Pat and
Phil are Short wing owners as well) helped

out. The newsletter goes on to mention
DHAP as a “must visit” for all Shortwingers.
Don’t forget the Arlington Fly-In July 711. It’s going to be great!

Library: Don Souter: the Library is active,
people are borrowing and reading, and it is
requested that books be returned.
Building Committee: Dan Weinkam: rent is
coming in, everything is running smoothly;
one person is in arrears. Dan will attend to
it. Dave Bell: nothing to report regarding
the buildings. Discussion: Pat O’Donnell:
the Air Cadets are coming June 12 to do
volunteer work. A motion was made by
Chuck Jersch, seconded by John Vlake, that
we supply paint/rollers and necessary things
to accomplish projects by Cadets. Carried.
Aircraft Committee: Brad Short: the Turbi
flew 19.8 hours in May. The fuel leak has
been repaired. Brad is impressed by the
members’ care of the aeroplane. J-5: looking for someone to take it over. Still waiting
to hear from Gary Ewing re: interest.
RAAC: Bruce Prior: logo is to be officially
registered. A booth at Oshkosh will be set
up with Transport Canada. Membership
cards are professional and numbered; charter membership is framable. The internet
site is quiet except for Colin re: propellers.
Re: Kelowna airspace: it is mode C.
The airport is “sterilized”. No exception if
you don’t have a transponder. We will have
to wait to hear about a decision in new CFS
book which has new chart of Kelowna airspace area.
DHAPCOM: Terry Wilshire: Colin has been
checked out on the tractor. Pat: Phil Bill
will be checked out.
Budget discussion at general meeting.
Gas pumps: GVRD want them replaced at

west end of field. GVRD will compensate
extra cost.
Proposal needs to be made to GVRD of
future vision for the centre and Hangars.
Terry fielded questions - discussion.
DHAPCOM meeting June 24, 7 pm all are welcome.
Newsletter: George Gregory: lots of articles, but more are always welcome.
Arlington Fly In: Don Souter: July 7-11.
They are expanding the area, and there are
lots of aeroplanes coming, esp. antiques
and warbirds.
Entertainment: John Vlake: none tonight.
New Business:
Delta Air Park Fly In July 4 1999 (Sunday)
Prior/Myre: that we adjourn. Carried.

Ernie Rice’s BD-5 On TV
It appears Ernie’s BD-5 has gotten into
the movies. It is being used in one of the
scenes in the series “The Outer Limits” for
TV. They turned it into a spaceship. Ernie
has been doing R&D on his BD-5 Honda
motor for the last year and has it just about
ready to fire up. It is now an electronic fuel
injected turbo model. He has replaced a
Rajay Turbo with and IHI turbo (not an easy
conversion).
T&B

Emily Clemens

Support
Sport
Flying
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The Way
It Was
by Old Frank

Old
Timer’s
Memories
by Fred (the
Bloody Red)
Baron

This month we have a
couple of articles, the first
from the Turn and Bank
Archives as supplied by Larry
Thompson, the second a new
article supplied by Fred
Baron. Enjoy! -Ed

ET’S SEE, 1933 - yup, I’d be ‘bout
ten years old then, living at a little
whistle stop on the Canadian Pacific
Railway, a place called Mobert, a mite north
of Lake Superior. We lived on a Bay of
White Lake not far from where the White
River makes its way to the Great Lakes.
Me and my friends were the only Palefaced boys in school that’s ‘cause there was
an Ojibway reserve nearby and we all went
to the same school.
We had lots of fun snowshoeing and
skiing in the winter but the summer months
were best, ‘cause we had swimming, fishing’
and best of all airplanes - Tiger Moths, DH9’s and some have sorta faded a little.
One afternoon when the skies were
heavy and filled with big, dark clouds, I
heard the beautiful sound of airplane
engines - lots of them, and pretty soon tho
shiny, big flying boats, each with two
engines came flying overhead, maybe 1000
feet high (they used to measure in feet in
those days)./ I was sure they were in a Trans
Canada race. Soon they disappeared but I
could hear those beautiful engines for miles.
As I stood there looking toward the sky, rain
started falling in my face, soon I heard the

L
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engines again. The flying boats landed in the
river. I knew we were in for a three day
storm so I relaxed and went home.
I was up bright and early the next
morning and went over to the river and
found them -m what a magnificent sight! -

...it was a real
privilege for
me to see half
the RCAF
before any
boy in
BC did.
two big biplane boats, with huge motors and
curved propellers (like Hegy props, except
they were bigger and had more curve). I
approached cautiously as I had never seen
anything like this before. It was still raining

and everyone was still inside so I sneaked
up real close and I could hear them talking
English, so I got up courage and asked in a
loud voice if I could come in. They invited
me in and treated me real good and I asked
a million questions and they answered every
one.
Yup, they were Royal Canadian Air
Force bombers. The bomb racks were sent
by train and they were going to be stationed
out in B.C. (two more were stationed on the
east coast). They had a cruise speed of 85
mph. I went to visit them every day. Early on
the fourth day, I heard their engines being
fired up and they took off. I never saw those
beautiful birds again but it was a real privilege for me to see half the RCAF before any
boy in BC did.
If you’d like to bend your ear a little
sometime, I’ll tell ya how 45 years later I
met one of those birdmen and we had a
great reunion and talked about lots of things.
he even told me the name of those birds was
Vickers Vancouvers.
I’ll have to go for now. It’s been nice
talking to ya.
-Old Frank
Continued next page
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Old Timer’s Memories
by Fred Baron
“Imagine”, said the young man, “he just comes down here and
shines up his plane once in a while but rarely flies it!” But alas, he
used to fly a lot in days gone by. Time waits for no man! We all age
gracefully and must have a
flyer’s respect for the wisdom of
those aged faces and learn from
their many years of experience;
of their many flights in a bygone
era. I sit and listen to those stories of senior pilots with great
admiration for their many years
in the aviation field.
We all have a story: some
are long and some are short. But
all are to be stored in our memories for future reference.
If our darned flying
machines never had a mechanical failure and we checked
everything before taking to the
air, that rare accident could still
strike us down! And that darned
weather! That would make for
many a story over a cup of coffee. The wind should always be
straight down the runway and
yet always a tailwind on cross
country flights: going and coming! All these things provide
experience and inspiration for
good stories on a winter night.
One of my favorite places to be is the coffee shop at the Delta
Air Park. Now that’s where aviation began! I could swear that I have
seen the ghosts of Orville and Wilbur on an evening when the light
was low and off in the distance, near Tony Swain’s hangar, a ghostly figure slipping into the shadows behind that big yellow Harvard.
When I went to look there was no one to be seen. I didn’t mention
this event to anyone; my sanity would have been questioned.
Listen to everyone’s stories because we all have a story to tell.
It seems that it takes a little bit of grey hair and a few wrinkles on
T&B
the forehead to be able to tell the best stories!

One of my
favorite
places to
be is the
coffee
shop at
the Delta
Air Park.
Now
that’s
where
aviation
began!

A typical 172 at Delta. Ok, it’s mine, and I
needed a filler. “Nuff said!

The J-5 Rebuild
Continues!
Want building
experience?
Thinking of starting
a project?
Here’s a good place to
start learning...
Contact Gary Ewing
at 585-8278

Com e in f or a La nd in g a t

Command
Aviation
North Ramp

We’re located at Airside Blvd. at Pitt Meadows Airport... Join us for

Breakfast and Lunch
It’s cosy
& the food is great
Open Weekdays
9 am - 4 pm
11465 Baynes Rd
Pitt Meadows
465-5444
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Hangars
Tiedowns
Fuel and Oil sales
Coffee and lunch shop
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AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PARTS AND SUPPLIES
Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT

Windshields
4130 tube/sheet
Instruments
2024T3/6061T6 Tube/Sheet AluControl Cable
minum
Tires/Brakes
Building/Repair Tools
Shock Cords
Poly Fiber Coverings
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Dealer Inquiries for RANDOLPH
Spars/Ribs
products
We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2, SITE 30, COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON, BC V2A 6J7
(250) 490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX: (250) 490-9538

Classified Ads are free (within reason) to
members. Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page:
$10/month
$100/yr
1/2 page
$15/month
$150/yr
1 page:
$25/month
$250/yr
Ads that have been in for more than 6
months are subject to removal if space is
required for other stuff. Please contact
George the editor if you want it kept in.
FOR SALE: New 4130 Tubing - most sizes
available. Used - Tripacer Fuselage (comes
with logs), metal prop off 150 hp TRIPACER
(comes with logs) Cessna spring steel gear
legs, misc. wheels, axles, brakes and parts,
misc. instruments (no altimeters!) A75
engine case, 7 Continental cylinders, some
Lycoming cylinders (big), carbs, mags,
pumps, old radios, etc. Call Pat at home,
533-1839.
W A N T E D: Medium size air compressor,
with or without tank.
Doug
275-1405
FOR SALE: Icom handheld radio, brand
new PTT with sidetone, charger, etc. $500
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE:
Walker prop 72x44 for 65 to 85 hp Continental; as new, $500. Also Prestolite DC
hydraulic power pack (for retractable gear)
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$125, 5” Venturi, $40, 2” Venturi (brass)
$50. Complete set windshield/rear observer
plexiglass for Taylorcraft L2A, $350. One
set of 4 Bungee Cords for J3, new, $100.
RV6A Stainless (321) 1 3/4 crossover
exhaust system with stainless forged flanges
$750 obo
Bob Cutting
275-1603
Email
rcutting@direct.ca
FOR SALE:
52” x 34” Shettler’s propeller with hub,
$100.
Vic Gabas
(604) 853-2778
FOR SALE: SIROCCO PROJECT
Fuselage, canopy, tail group complete. Air
frame control components done except for
cable. Main-wheel gear, wheels and brakes
done. Tail-spring and wheel included. Panel
made, no instruments. Lycoming 0-290
GPU Zero-timed. Will Neubert stainless
cross-over exhaust with stainless
muffler/shrouds. Bendix PSC5 carb. Bendix
mags with non-shielded leads. no starter,
starter ring or alternator. Weldtech engine
mount. McCauley prop.
Wings: ribs and minor spars done. Spar
diaphragms done. Two spar-grade spruce
planks. No other wing parts.
$15,000 firm, complete and not interested
in parting-out
Jim Hunter
576-2678

FOR SALE:
1 set (8) 60810 (68763) M10 main bearings
$295 per set
1/2 set (4) of same
$150 per set
1 set (8) 60810 (68763) M003 main bearings
$295 per set
1 set (8) 61662 M10 Rod Bearings $175 per
set.
All bearings fit Lycoming 0-235 and 0-290
(without C/S prop). All are new, perfect but
certs mislaid,
Gogi
(604) 823-6428
FOR SALE:
1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered, all
reworked. New leading edge. New ash tip.
All Zinc Chromate ready to fabric. Included:
2-18 gal. gas tank, 2 - gas tank cover, landing light, aileron and flap, front and rear
struts. Asking $4000 Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna) (250)-763-1529
(250) 212-0832 (cel)
WANTED: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings. Some
damage OK.
946-5881
FOR SALE: Tailwind Project. I hate to let it
go! All wood for wings, spars and ribs done,
new wing fittings, control system, Cougar
fuselage mostly modified for Tailwind use.
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE: Mags, turn and bank indicator.
Classified continued on page 8
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Classified Ads
(Continued from page 7)

Fuel tank with gauge, cut down Sensenich
prop, lots of other stuff.
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE: Fleet F7 Biplane replica. Very
close to original copy except for uncowled
engine. Engine: Kinner R55 160 hp. Aircraft
is modified for solo operation from rear
cockpit. Extra bellytank with wobble pump.
Original Fleet wheels, brakes, pedals and
stick column. Original parachute accommodating bucket seats, oversize tires, Stits covering, voice activated intercom. Ted Hendrickson Propeller, manual and extra key
magswitch.
$35,000 Canadian.
(604) 478-6048
Will consider small antique aircraft engine
as trade-in.
FOR SALE: Some Cont.0-200 parts: Case
(checked, no cracks) Camshaft, Gears, Rods
and Pistons; Carb and spider, Starter (pull
type) and Generator, mags (one is disassembled). $2500 for the package, offers
considered on individual parts. Also, Prop
hub for Cont. tapered shaft, $350, Wing
parts for Taylorcraft BC-12D (disassembled)
including ribs, spars, compression struts,
brace wires and strut fittings. Offers?
Contact David Smith
(604) 513-0353
(604)513-0373 (fax)
FOR SALE: 1 pair David Clark Helicopter
headset, 1 Telex MRB-2400 headset,1 Marvel Schebler MA3-SPA and 1 MA4-SPA carburetors.
June McMann 943-5369
Aircraft Painting
Will paint, finish off aircraft for cash or part
share in airplane. Prefer Cessna or Piper.
Value of work is $6-8000 depending on

THOUGHT: why don’t we
have technical seminars for
the entertainment section
of our monthly meetings? Most of
the older members and/or experienced people may find it blase,
but builders and owners with less
experience would benefit greatly. I’d love
for someone to show me how to repack my
wheel bearings, we could have chats on
selecting the right wood, sheet metal tips,
basic composite construction, engine selection, alternative engines, and the like. Is not
one of the prime reasons we exist as a

condition of aircraft.
Kevin
580-6264
FOR SALE: One set of 1500 Murphy floats
ready to go.
Ole #45-3931 198 st. Langley BC 514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180 hp
cylinders includes installed valves $300
each, will not part out.
Tim Novak
271-8586
FOR SALE: Softcom 2 place Intercom ATC2Y, with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear
(604) 941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net
FOR SALE:
6 switches, bat handle, 11 breakers, 1 combination MP and Fuel Flow Guage, 3 Vermer controls, 2 solenoids, 1 Narco ELT 10, 1
NAVCOM King KX145, 1 Strobe Hoskins
P/N701620-1, 1 Fuel Valve, 3/8, 1 Air Box,
1 heated pitot, 1 set Roxenham Mater cylinders and 500 x 5 wheels and brakes. HUGE
amount of hardware, HUGE amount of insulated wire. 1 electric fuel pump (Weldon
a8100-00), 1-Whitney Punch and Punches,
1 quart epoxy Chromate primer, hardener
and thinner, 1 ALODINE kit, 1 fuel guage
and sender, some TOOLS, 1 constant speed
Hartzell extended hub for prop (no blades)
and finally, sheet ALCLAD:
- 4’X8’ .032 - 2024-T3
- 4’X6’ .040 - 6061-T3
- 3’X16” .090 - 2024-T3
Call GRANT
(604) 536-6945
FOR SALE:
ELT: ACK E-01, meets TSO c91 - A, complete with external antenna kit and remote
panel $225.
David Clark Headsets $225 (mostly 10-30
type, helicopter and airplane.
Telex PT-300 PTT $30.
Full map GPS Garmin 195 - Nicad pack,
Pacific NW map chip, PC/MAC computer

A
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chapter to educate and promote safe practices? Especially if you are new, you don’t
know who or even what to ask sometimes if
you are considering a project. We could
also talk about the real cost of ownership
(boy, have I learned about that lately), interesting places to fly, and bazillions of other

cable kit, mounting bracket. $1500 or
$1200 without map data chip.
Bendix RSA 10 ED1 Injector Body, no history, $400. Woodward Prop Governor
#210681, no history, $400.
National 360 Parachute, blue with matching
carry bag $900
Christen 5 point aerobatic seat belt harness,
with 2-point Military 3” belt $350
Guido 948-3464 e-mail: glepore@direct.ca
FOR SALE: 4130 Annealed Gauge Plate
now in stock, .025 to .375. We will sell you
the plate or laser cut the parts
Industrial Laser Cutting ltd.
(604) 946-4152, Fax: (604) 946-4153
E-mail: tmw@industriallaser.com
FOR SALE: 1- Miller 200 amp AC/DC H.F.
Tig/stick welding machine - 220V 1 ph.
$1200. 1- Miller 120 amp MIG (wire) welding machine, 110 volt. Portable sheet metal
type, c/w gas kit (almost new) - $800.
Pat O’Donnell
533-1839

things. To you who are experienced: we need mentors. In fact,
this concept lies at the very heart
of the sport aviation movement.
Twenty years from now who will
know how to recover a tube and
rag aircraft if this knowledge isn’t
passed down? How may projects will be
abandoned because they were built wrong?
Pass your knowledge to us. Why don’t we
organize a series of seminars on various
subjects for the entertainment portion of our
meetings?
Just an idea...
T&B
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